Campus Transformation

Fully-Leveraged Technology for Institutional Transformation

Synch-Solutions is a management consulting and technology services firm dedicated to helping higher education institutions align their operations for maximum performance.

Multiple Points of Leverage for Transformation

In today’s competitive higher education environment, organizations must strive to fully leverage technology for institutional transformation. No single solution will ensure lasting transformation – an integrated portfolio of solutions is needed.

At Synch-Solutions, our mission is to elevate our clients’ value through efficient and effective application of enterprise technology. As institutions attend to an ever-widening spectrum of IT initiatives, prioritization is imperative. Our experience suggests that the highest points of leverage for improving operational and financial performance are offered by ERP Solutions, Business Intelligence Solutions, Managed Services, and Enterprise Content Management Solutions.

We possess the expertise to manage a wide variety of projects, large and small. In all cases, we stand equipped to address the strategic issues that impact our clients’ value to their stakeholders. The Synch-Solutions Polaris Methodology addresses all business process and change management issues that accompany our solutions, and optimizes operational performance. Campus Transformation from Synch-Solutions can help you leverage IT investments in powerful ways.

Campus Accelerator

Institutions that have invested in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems must ensure that they are operating efficiently and driving maximum value. Due to budgetary constraints, some institutions are settling for less than optimal solutions. This can prevent them from effecting the process improvements and systemic changes to institutions that will make them more competitive, and can put them at risk of losing product support.

Synch-Solutions is an Oracle Gold Partner with unparalleled expertise in implementing, upgrading, optimizing and maintaining Oracle’s PeopleSoft and E-Business applications. We designed Campus Accelerator with small to midsize Higher Education institutions in mind. It brings a powerful, fixed-fee enterprise software solution to organizations with a modest budget, limited resources, and the desire to have an efficient and competitive operating advantage.

Campus Accelerator delivers essential core functionality for Campus Solutions, Human Capital Management (HCM) and Financials. Synch-Solutions is first in the market with the proven experience, methodology and toolset to deliver full implementation in just 12 months, at a highly competitive fixed-fee rate. In addition, we can perform “a la carte” implementations of individual enterprise applications.
The components of Synch-Solutions Campus Transformation can benefit any institution seeking to create operational improvements. These core services are delivered by exceptional professionals, employing proven methodologies, processes and tools that ensure the depth and sustainability of transformation.

Campus Accelerator also enables us to deliver rapid upgrades of PeopleSoft Campus Solutions, HCM or Financials in as little as three months.

Campus Intelligence
While institutions have invested heavily in transaction-based systems that enable efficient data collection, many struggle with transforming data into business intelligence that provides a single source of truth about enterprise-wide performance. Operational challenges are increasing, as are the needs to make difficult decisions. Making information accessible to the people who need it – when they need it – is a competitive necessity.

Synch-Solutions’ Campus Intelligence provides administration and staff with timely, accurate data. Its out-of-the-box business intelligence solution delivers the key performance metrics most in demand by higher education institutions – in the form of scorecards, dashboards and reports – enabling dissemination of dynamic, real-time information. This leads to better-informed decision-making and improved performance management. The Data Warehouse component of Campus Intelligence enables consolidation of data from disparate systems. Whether you are currently looking to develop a data warehouse for information consolidation or working on a BI solution, Synch-Solutions will ensure maximum ROI.

Campus SMARTS
Many institutions today are spending more on technology maintenance and support than is necessary. As application and infrastructure technologies have matured, they have become highly standardized, providing best practice platforms for automating processes. Standardization, in turn, has led to commoditization, which has provided opportunities for gaining efficiencies and cost benefits through managed services. Today, you can leverage the economies of scale that a partner brings. While you need your systems to be secure, available and reliable, managing them internally is not always the best business decision. IT management is Synch-Solutions’ core competency, and we can free your resources so that you may better focus on your own – providing quality education.

Campus SMARTS (Synch Managed Application and Root Technology Services) provides full-service, 24/365 IT management and support – at a fixed monthly rate – that reduces costs while providing optimum stability, efficiency and responsiveness. While most managed services organizations address only root technologies, such as LAN, WAN and desktop devices, Campus SMARTS covers the entire technology stack, also including enterprise applications and databases. This service also increases predictability of support and delivery costs and bolsters green initiatives.

Campus Content
Many higher education institutions are awash in unmanageable quantities of paper and electronic documents, which can result in duplication of both types of documents, increased storage expenses, and poor information access across departments. Such institutions can gain efficiencies and cost savings by establishing more effective means of document management.

Campus Content delivers Institutional Content Management solutions that enable efficient management of vast quantities of documents. Our solutions provide a “single source of truth,” and improve collaboration across and among institutions. They also benefit worker productivity and service to higher education stakeholders through faster and easier access to unstructured data, faster processing times and reduced data entry. Campus Content solutions also promote cost savings through reduction in expenses for storage and document delivery. Further benefits include increased information security and regulations compliance, and support of green initiatives.